COMPARTMENT BOXES – TOOLS

16 COMPARTMENT STORAGE BOX
Easy glide large and small racks are designed to accommodate large and small compartment boxes and create convenient, compact storage systems. Boxes can be removed and transported to the job site. Rugged plastic inserts and scoop bottoms fit neatly into steel outer shell boxes. Optional bases raise racks off the floor.

- Material: Prime cold rolled steel • Interlocking and Welded Construction
- Colors: Durable gray powder coat finish • Depth: 12” • Height: 8-1/8” • Width: 20” • Weight: 13 lbs.
- P/N 12-02623 ................. $32.85

21 COMPARTMENT STORAGE BOX
Easy glide large and small racks are designed to accommodate large and small compartment boxes and create convenient, compact storage systems. Boxes can be removed and transported to the job site. Rugged plastic inserts and scoop bottoms fit neatly into steel outer shell boxes. Optional bases raise racks off the floor.

- Material: Prime cold rolled steel • Interlocking and Welded Construction
- Colors: Durable gray powder coat finish • Depth: 12” • Height: 3” • Width: 18” • Weight: 8 lbs.
- P/N 12-02621 ................. $32.85

32 COMPARTMENT STORAGE BOX
Easy glide large and small racks are designed to accommodate large and small compartment boxes and create convenient, compact storage systems. Boxes can be removed and transported to the job site. Rugged plastic inserts and scoop bottoms fit neatly into steel outer shell boxes. Optional bases raise racks off the floor.

- Material: Prime cold rolled steel • Interlocking and Welded Construction
- Colors: Durable gray powder coat finish • Depth: 12” • Height: 3” • Width: 18” • Weight: 8 lbs.
- P/N 12-02621 ................. $32.85

EZ GUIDE DRAWER RACKS
Easy glide large and small racks are designed to accommodate large and small compartment boxes and create convenient, compact storage systems. Boxes can be removed and transported to the job site. Rugged plastic inserts and scoop bottoms fit neatly into steel outer shell boxes. Optional bases raise racks off the floor.

- Material: Prime cold rolled steel • Interlocking and Welded Construction
- Colors: Durable gray powder coat finish • Depth: 15” • Height: 8-1/8” • Width: 20-3/8” • Weight: 20 lbs.
- P/N 12-02624 .......... $128.75

EASY GLIDE RACK BASE
Rack base (20 5/8” W X 15 5/8” H X 12 5/8” D; weight 13 lbs.) is available for use with P/N 12-02628.

- Material: Prime cold rolled steel • Colors: Durable gray powder coat finish • Depth: 12-1/8” • Height: 15-1/8” • Width: 20-3/8” • Weight: 13 lbs.
- P/N 12-02627 ................. $49.80

AEROSPACE VALVE CORE REMOVAL TOOL
Used for rapid and safe tire deflation, Tool threads on valve stem, Releases and traps the valve core within the tool but exhausts the air through ports. Prevents Injury to Technician and FOD (stops the valve core from becoming a missile!), and Air exhausts away from technician. Made in the USA. Small: Examples of applicable aircraft: Boeing 757, 737 Classic/N, 727, 717, MD88, Airbus A330 Series, Bombardier and Embraer Regional Jets, General Aviation piston and jet aircraft: Cessna piston, Beechcraft piston and turbine (Bonanza and King/Queen Air), Pilatus PC-12 etc. Large: Examples of applicable aircraft: Boeing 747, 777, 787, DC10, MD11, Airbus A300, A330, and A380. Small: $45.85 • P/N 12-03428
Large: $74.75 • P/N 12-04868

GRYPMAT NON-SLIP ANTI-STATIC TOOL MAT
The GrypMat by Gryphon Industries is made from a rubberized, flexible, non-marring, non-slip, anti-static material. GrypMat is designed to give mechanics a safe and secure surface to Place tools without worrying about damaging the equipment they are working on. GrypMat works where other tool trays won’t, such as the curved surfaces found on aircraft wings and bodies. Using GrypMat reduces Foreign Object Damage (FOD), lowers maintenance times, prevents scratches and damage, and helps mechanics do their jobs.

- Product Specs: Non-flammable. To clean product use damp cloth or alcohol prep pad. Periodic cleaning will provide better grip on Surfaces.
- Small 6” x 12” .......... $29.99
- Medium 8” x 12” ........ $44.99
- Large 12” x 22” ....... $64.99
- Tric (All 3 Sizes) .......... $129.99

CLAMPITTE TOOLS
With stainless steel components and an aluminum body, this tool was designed for the outdoors man, fisherman and farmer who would have it around a corrosive environment. The stainless steel components are stronger and you can just toss it in the tool box that is in the truck, boat or tractor. The tool is great for emergencies and tough wire jobs. This is the original marine grade tool.

- 4 3/4” Long - 7” Fully Extended .......... $39.95
- P/N 12-02633

CLAMPITTE TOOLS
With stainless steel components and an aluminum body, this tool was designed for the outdoors man, fisherman and farmer who would have it around grease, oil and a controlled environment. The stainless steel components are stronger and you can just toss it in the tool box that is in the truck, boat or tractor. The tool is great for emergencies and tough wire jobs. This is the original marine grade tool.

- 4 3/4” Long - 7” Fully Extended .......... $29.95
- P/N 12-02634

TOGGLE CLAMPS
Easier to use than regular C-clamps. Quick-release style. Removable rubber pads on each screw. Gap: 1” – 1-1/2” Reach. $14.65
- P/N 12-02863

SCREW & BOLT SHEAR
The Screw & Bolt Shear is a bolt cutting device manufactured from very high quality tool steel which is hardened, tempered & machined to very close precision tolerances. The action of this tool is similar in nature to a “gouge-lin” design and is quite effective in cutting screws/bolts to specific lengths. The cutting body of the SBS-1 will accommodate screws or bolts in sizes of 4-40, 6-32, 8-32, 10-32, 10-24, 1/4-20 & 1/4-28.
- P/N 12-14250

QUICK ANGLE - MEASURING ANGLES & PITCHES
A multi-functional revolutionary new tool for measuring angles and pitches. It’s rare to find one tool that will accomplish so much (miter cuts for one and duplications for another). Use this one-in-all tool to compliment and enhance your tool box.
- P/N 12-02458
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